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The mere thoughfof designing a library project comparable to three main
institutional libraries in the world that is the BritishLibrary in London, the Library
of Congress in Washington, D.C. and the Bibliotheque Nationale in Paris, is
overwhelming.
However, the changes in the electronic technology since the past thirty years
have imposed greater challenge in 21st century library design. The library isno
longer a repository for printed materials. It now embarks on the revolutionary
world of miniaturisation and the day to day running of the library isbased upon
computer technology.
Prior to the design exercise, students had the opportunity to visit Ken Yeang's
National Library in Singapore, Norman Foster's Library at Universiti Petronas in
Perak and the two conventional libraries in Kuala Lumpur namely the National
Library (Jalan TunRazak) and Kuala Lumpur City library (Jalan Raja).
The 2.26 acres site for the proposed library project is situated in a dynamic
urban enclave between Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman (TAR)and Jalan Dang
Wangi. Jalan TARformerly known as Batu Road, is a prominent road in Kuala
Lumpur with a colourful history of cultural background. The whole stretch of
road is a testament of past. present and future of Kuala Lumpur. It represents
the progression of Kuala Lumpur's rapid infrastructure development. A project
of this nature isexpected to be monumental.
Thesite has an existing Art Deco building formerly known as the Odeon Cinema.
Students are required to retain this building as part of their library complex.
Themain objective of the project isto develop a complex architectural design
within an urban setting. Students were challenged to interpret issuesrelated
to urban design guidelines and integrate them into the project's social and
cultural context.
The site should encourage general public to at least visit the library at their
own leisure. For the serious library users,the problem of accessibility should be
minimal. Furthermore, it isclose to pedestrian traffic and public transport. The
physical impact of the proposed library and itslandscape must be significant as
it can be viewed from a distance along Jalan TAR.Students need to consider
the impact of the building on itssurroundings in terms of size,architectural style
and construction approach.
Since Kuala Lumpur already has two conventional libraries, students are
encouraged to select a specific topic and consider designing a specialised
library or bibliotheque. Elevenstudents are divided into four groups and worked
together os.o team during the precedent studv and data collection stage.
Upon completion of the site analysis,each student then worked on his/her own
selected specialised library.
CULTURAL BIBLIOTHEQUE. The precedent study was conducted by Norlia, Soon
H F and Yow C S. Thisparticular library with multi-functional space acts as a
learning centre for the public in general and encourages public participation.
Their designs allow for flexibility and present the dynamism of Malaysian rich
culture. The library iscreated with a strong cultural presence which is linked to
the historical Odeon Cinema building.
MEDIA AND COMMERCE CENTRE. The precedent study was conducted by
M Khairi and M Nozrl. For the media and commerce centre design group,
students argued that most library designs in Malaysia focus mainly on the
building forms. Theirconcept proposal isto utilisethe entire landscape and the
building exterior envelope as a medium in.knowledge delivery. Knowledge
and learning is no longer being restricted within a building but spread out
throughout the landscape and architecture.
PERFORMINGARTSLIBRARY. The precedent study was conducted by Hanafi,
Phung KSand Siah P L. Thisgroup aims to enhance Kuala Lumpur's position
as an artistic vibrant city through promotions of contemporary art and arts
education for the whole community. Thedesign for the performing arts library
not only servesasan extensive research centre but a place of congregation for
group engagements where discoveries of creative potentials in dances, music,
filmsand theatre happen. Thestudents strongly believed that a contemporary
building setting would certainly stimulate a new method of learning which
involves experimentation for inspiration as well as aspiration.
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FASHION AND TEXTILE LIBRARY. The precedent study was conducted by Nor
tzvon. Too Y Y and Yuslizza.Apart from focusing on printed materials (books)
and provision of resources, the textile and fashion library is a hub for social
interaction that includes indoor and outdoor recreational space. Works of
famous fashion designerssuch asJimmy Choo, Bernard Chandran, Akmal Hafiz,
Zang Tol.etc. will be exhibited here to create awareness and appreciation on
artistic merits and the cultural importance of Malaysian textiles and fashion.
Thiswill be the centre where userscan share ideas, exchange information and
further develop the textile and fashion industry professionally.
All the above proposed libraries will serve as the information and reference
centre for professional associations, non-governmental bodies, societies and
general public at large. Thus/Hence, aspects on safety and security are of
prime concern.
In conclusion, the students' approach in designing these four types of libraries
is totally different from the conventional library. They strongly believed that a
future library should serve not just as a mono-functional library in the classical
sense. Their designs allow for maximum flexibility and enable the public to
engage in all sortsof activities once inside the main building.
Apart from meeting the library requirements per se, students have successfully
looked into the adaptive reuse of the historical Odeon cinema. They not only
demonstrated the understanding of complex architectural design within a
constrained sitebut alsomanaged to exhibit technical competency, knowledge
and understanding of the sustainable design principles and strategies. The
use of daylightingin reading areas, low energy light fittings and avoidance of
massive glazing on the western fac:;:adeare some of the green building issues
that are often emphasised in all their library designs.
The diversity of urbanscape and the development of the surrounding areas
close to the site are enriched with the insertion of a contemporary building
form. Thiscertainly transcends and transformsthe architecture especially along
Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman.
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In an age where the advantages and virtues of softcopy are rapidly overshad-
owing that of the hardcopy, the library as we are familiar with, might just find
itself as an anachronism should it choose to ignore rethinking its role and metier
in present times. Rather than merely harping back on the library of days past,
the selected proposals for an urban library take on a refreshingly reactionary
approach, not just against the forms and workings of the traditional library, but
also of its position within the urban context and its role to the community it isto
serve.
Gone are the institutional image of a library as the proposals replace 'institu-
tion' with 'integration'. Thus,creating a more exoteric environment for the ben-
efit and enjoyment of a wider populace. Thecriteria for the usersare no longer
dictated by the pedantic programme for a library but are developed around
the dynamics of possibilitieson how the spaces in and around the library could
be used by choice, without compromising the security and administrative re-
quirements.
As much as the methods and tools for the dissemination of information and
knowledge have changed with the crossover from hardcopy tosottcopv. the
proposals are keen to manifest that the whole culture and environment of a
library should also change beyond merely making newer forms for a library of
today.
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This innovative approach to the stuffy world of
libraries and information centres demonstrates a
total re-thinking, not only of the contents, but also
the very essence of libraries themselves. Although it
is still conceived as an 'institution', the dynamism of
the locale, as well as the openness, flow and flexibility
in the learning process and notions of fluidity and
movement are cleverly captured in a design which
encapsulates this new dynamism.
Begun as an act of re-thinking, redefining the
institution of the library from a place exclusively for
the printed word to an 'Urban Information Mediator',
the 'library' is now viewed as a place to provide an
immersive experience of knowledge in an exciting
world of virtual information. It has become a centre
for knowledge with a mixed typology of library,
exhibition, education, culture and recreation spaces
with their associated infrastructure. It has become a
'Media and Commerce Centre'.
• Muhammad Khairi Ismail
The Media and Commerce Centre addresses ideas of openness, flow and flexibility in the learning
process. The notion of fluidity and movement will operate against static spaces with freer movement
around and through the centre. Thus, it encourages and develops relationships among its various
users in promoting an exchange of knowledge through a variety of experiences at the centre.
The architecture of the centre, in itsdynamic urban setting adjacent to the historical Odeon cinema
along Jalan TAR,mirrors the fluidity and movement of life along Jalan TAR and the Klang Valley.
The design organises a range of movement patterns for its various users and focuses its circulation
systems in revealing and expressing its functions while guiding users' experience in spaces created
by the movement of visitors. Conceived as an extension of the street level's urban movement that
isstretched horizontally into the site and brought vertically into the centre, the radical reorientation
of the public surface upwards into the green facades of the centre creates connections between
the street and the various programmes offered within the complex .
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The proposed textile and fashion library along Jalan Tuanku Abdul Rahman (TAR) in Kuala Lumpur comprises
two significant elements: rethinking and upgrading of the existing historical Odeon cinema and the new wing
which forms the main library. The proposal creates the necessary dialogue between the new and old within
the neighbourhood. The library building will act as a connector between Jalan TARand Jalan Masjid India
which is famous for its textile and fashion production.
Taking into account the urban
design guidelines, the proposed library
demonstrates a novel architectural
design pertaining to a complex public
building within an urban setting.
In terms of urban planning, the main
design intention is to fill in the open
space by following the pattern of
the existing urban structure. This
is achieved by locating the new
building along the outer perimeter
and creating a central courtyard for
recreation and a stage for communal
events.
The main library is divided into two
main elements namely the 'ramp of
knowledge' and the educational
centre. The foyer acts as an urban
passage forthe neighbourhood where
the public can walk freely through
the library complex. The library
is distinguished by the innovative
design for the exhibition hall located
at the highest level which portrays a
powerful structure that defies gravity.
This results in a strong and dynamic
impression for those passing by.
The whole library complex is a
dynamic figure of open and enclosed
areas and is meant to be the missing
link along Jalan TAR. Thismakes up the
significant and attractive educational
institution for the community which
the neighbourhood so lacks today .
• Nor Izyan Saleh
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